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Before beginning the net, the Net Control Station Operator should check to see if anyone needs 

to use the repeater. This is ____________ (call sign). Does anyone need to use the repeater 

before we begin the TLARC Radio Net? (pause) 

Now calling the Tellico Lake Amateur Radio Club Radio Net. 

The TLARC Net meets every Wednesday evening at 1900 hours local time on the 442.100 

repeater with a pl of 100.0 and positive 5.0 meg offset located in Tellico Village, the back-up 

repeater should one be needed is 444.250 with a pl of 127.3 with a positive 5.0 megahertz 

offset..  

The purpose of this net is to encourage interest in and to provide information about amateur 

radio and the Tellico Lake Amateur Radio Club, also to involve club members in the role of Net 

Control Station and Logger.  

All amateurs are welcome to this net and you do not have to be a member of TLARC to join this 

net. This is a directed net so please address all transmissions to net control. As always 

emergency or priority traffic will take precedence and will be handled immediately.  

This is _______________ (call sign), are there any stations with emergency or priority traffic for 

the net? Please call now. 

Hearing none, at this time, I will take check ins from TLARC members. Please give your call 

twice, one of those times phonetically, also name and location, please wait to be recognized by 

net control before continuing. First check in please call now.  

(remember to call for additional check ins) 

Are there any further check ins from members or guests for the TLARC Radio Net? 

(After check in’s, Proceed down the list of net check ins asking for comments,)  

After proceeding down the check-in list twice, ask … Are there any further comments for the 

net or late check-ins, please call now.  

(if non heard, then close the net) 

At this time, I would like to thank K1AT for the use of the repeater and KF4DKW for the back-up 

repeater. This net is now closed at ________________ (time/hours).  
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